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Abstract (en)
A flashing kit for use at a joint between two structures each penetrating a roof or a wall meet, at least one of these structures being arranged
in an inclined roof, where a first roof penetrating structure is arranged above a second structure seen in the direction of slope of the roof. The
flashing kit comprises a first side flashing member adapted for being arranged along an outer side surface of the first roof penetrating structure, a
second side flashing member adapted for being arranged along an outer side surface of the second structure, a gutter flashing member adapted
for being arranged between a lower outer surface of the first roof penetrating structure and an upper outer surface of the second structure, and
a third side flashing member adapted for interconnecting the gutter flashing member with at least the second side flashing member. The third
side flashing member has a substantially U-shaped cross section with a first leg of the U being adapted for engaging a side outer surface of the
second structure and the base of the U being adapted for being arranged substantially in parallel with the plane with the roof. The third side flashing
member further comprising a receiving section adapted for being arranged at level with the gutter flashing member, a draining section adapted for
being interconnected to the second side flashing member, and a lifting section between the receiving and draining sections. In the mounted state
the draining section is positioned below the receiving section seen in the direction of slope of the roof and higher than the receiving section seen
perpendicular to the plane of the roof.
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